Mechanisms of equilibrium shape transitions of liquid droplets in electrowetting.
Liquid droplets bridging the gap between two dielectric-coated horizontal electrode plates suffer breakup instabilities when a voltage applied between the electrodes exceeds a threshold. Interestingly enough, broken liquid bridges (i.e. a pair of a sessile and a pendant drop) can spontaneously rejoin if the voltage is still applied to the electrodes. Here we study the electro-hydrostatics of the liquid bridges in the joined or broken state and we illuminate the mechanisms of the shape transitions that lead to bridge rupture or droplet joining. The governing equations of the capillary electro-hydrostatics form nonlinear and free boundary problems which are solved numerically by the Galerkin/finite element method. On one hand, we found that capillary bridges become unstable at a turning point bifurcation in their solution space. The solutions past the turning point are unstable and the instability signals the bridge rupture. On the other hand, the separate droplets approach each other as the applied voltage increases. However, solutions become unstable past a critical voltage at a turning point bifurcation and the droplets join. By studying the relative position of the turning points corresponding to bridge rupture and droplet joining, respectively, we define parameter regions where stable bridges or separate droplets or oscillations between them can be realized.